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    Krohns Castle   
      Three two-story, connected structures. A princess tower with pointy roof. A castle tower with
turrets. Could you imagine a       more unique and amazing playhouse to let children's
imaginations run wild? I'm not sure we could.

        

  
    Sketch of Krohns Castle  
      Fancy Builder was contacted in 2009 to construct this play castle worthy of a young Queen
Guinevere. The Utah family requested an extra-special structure with lots of additions to
encourage imagination and active play.

After several conversations, Fancy Builder provided a playhouse drawing including three
structures with a climbing wall, a drawbridge between structures, a swing set, and several other
activity areas. The family was thrilled and signed a contract to move forward.
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    Krohns Castle in the yard  
      Sergei set to work building the playhouse while the family anxiously awaited delivery. After
about a month and a half, the beautiful Krohns Castle was finally complete. Fancy Builder
delivered the custom playhouse to its new home in the backyard. The family was delighted.

It took a few extra days to get all of the different elements perfect (we had to make a minor
change to the swing set, waterproof the structure, and tweak some minor details) but when we
were finished, everyone couldn't have been more pleased.

Some of the features the family were most excited about include the rope bridge between
structures, sure to be the best spot for speeches and tricky escapes from dragons.

  

  
We also added a pulley system with a bucket to create a way to send secret messages and play
silly tricks on each other.

Last we heard, the family was loving their playhouse and creating great lifelong memories there.
We wish them well!

See more of our playhouses and prices by visiting Fancy Builder's  website .
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